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Fullerene-structured nanowires of silicon

Bjorn Marsen and Klaus Sattler
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Hawaii, 2505 Correa Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

~Received 21 May 1999!

Silicon vapor from a magnetron sputter source was deposited onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite,
resulting in the formation of nanoscale wires. The structures were analyzed by scanning tunneling microscopy.
The wires are from 3 to 7 nm in diameter and at least 100 nm long. They tend to be assembled parallel in
bundles. In order to understand the observed quasi-one-dimensional structures, diamondlike and fullerenelike
wire models are constructed. Molecular-orbit calculations yield binding energies and band gaps of such struc-
tures, and lead us to propose a fullerene-type Si24-based atomic configuration for nanowires of silicon.
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INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor whiskers, such as Si,1,2 Ge,3,4 GaP,5

GaAs,1,6,7 and InAs,8 have been widely studied over the pa
25 years because of their unique growth behavior and cry
structures. The studies became possible after Wagner
Ellis2 had proposed the vapor-liquid-solid model for Si wh
ker growth using Au as a growth catalyst.

More recently, semiconductor wires thinner than 100
have attracted much attention because of their fascina
quantum properties. It has been suggested that they ma
used for developing one-dimensional~1D! quantum wire
high-speed field effect transistors and light-emitting devi
with extremely low power consumption. Sakaki9 calculated,
that for 1D GaAs channels the electron mobility excee
106 cm2/V at low temperature, which is more than one ord
of magnitude larger than the calculated electron mobility o
two-dimensional electron gas.10 The effect of quantum con
finement in quantum wires~QWR’s! has been evidenced i
the luminescence,11–13 two-photon optical absorption,14 in-
elastic light scattering,15 and various other studies. It is ob
vious that impurity scattering and boundary effects beco
increasingly important when the width of the QWR’s is r
duced. Also the atomic structure of the QWR’s is fundam
tally important for their overall properties. In many studi
the atomic structure of QWR’s has been assumed to be
same as in the crystalline bulk.

Quantum wires of silicon have attracted much attent
just recently. In addition to theoretical studies of electro
and optical properties,16 a number of experimental studie
has been reported: transmission electron microscopy,17 elec-
tron transport,18 photoluminescence,19,20 infrared-induced
emission,21 and Raman spectroscopy.19,22 However, the
atomic structure of the wires in these studies was not kno
and was assumed to be either amorphous or to have the
mond structure of the bulk. This may be justified when t
wires are formed by methods like lithography a
orientation-dependent etching.23 However, it may not apply
to self-forming quantum wires which were grown free
by vapor condensation. On the nanometer size sc
~meta!stable structures may form, which differ significant
from the crystalline bulk.

Crystalline silicon does not have any tendency to grow
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~16!/11593~8!/$15.00
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one dimension, as there is no preferential direction ass
ated with the diamond-type lattice. The formation ofsp3

bonds in silicon leads to fourfold coordination with fou
equivalent directions for growth. This is in contrast to ca
bon, which can also occur insp1 andsp2 configurations, and
therefore has various forms of 1D structures. As small cl
ters, carbon grows in the form of linear chains or monocyc
rings. It grows in form of nanotubes24 having a quasi-1D
structure. Such quasi-1D structures are of great interest
scientists and engineers due to their exceptional quan
properties not found in the 3D bulk.

Due to the technological importance, efforts have be
made to produce nanometer-scale silicon wires in a c
trolled manner, using common semiconductor process
steps.25–28 Quite surprisingly, columns with small diamete
have been found after electrochemical treatment of Si wa
with hydrofluoric acid~porous Si!.29,30 There has been muc
discussion about whether quantum confinement in th
wires explains the visible photoluminescence of porous s
con.

Individual nanowires of silicon have been produced by
number of methods,23,26,27,31–42 for example by natural
masking,32 lithography,23,38 wet-chemical etching,34,27 and
vapor-liquid-solid growth.35 These methods use growth tec
niques which lead to natural surface passivation of the wi
usually by oxidation. Silicon is very easily oxidized, becau
the diamond-type crystal structure leads to a high density
dangling bonds at the surface. In most studies of silic
nanoparicles and nanowires the dangling surface states
passivated. This leads to nanostructures with a crystal
silicon core surrounded by an amorphous silicon oxide lay
With decreasing size, the surface layer becomes increasi
important for the particle’s properties. Consequently it b
comes increasingly difficult to interpret the outcome of e
periments, as both the particle core and the surface laye~or
only one of the two! may be responsible for the observe
effects. Therefore, in order to study silicon nanostructures
their pristine form, one needs to make sure that clean co
tions are applied during their growth. This is achieved
growth of the structures in ultrahigh vacuum.

We report the formation of silicon nanowires grown fro
the atomic vapor in UHV. The atomic silicon vapor is d
posited onto the~1000! basal plane of single-crystal graphit
11 593 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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11 594 PRB 60BJORN MARSEN AND KLAUS SATTLER
The structures are analyzed by scanning tunneling mic
copy. We address the question why quasi-1D structures g
for silicon by suggesting several wire structures. These
investigated by self-consistent-field molecular-orbit calcu
tions ~PM3! to find the most stable one.

EXPERIMENT

Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG! was used as
substrate because it is chemically inert, with perfect cry
structure being atomically flat over micrometer dimensio
The substrate was prepared by cleavage of HOPG in U
prior to the deposition. Silicon was then deposited by m
netron sputtering at room temperature. The base pressu
the vacuum chamber was 1029 torr. For the deposition an
argon pressure of 8 mtorr was established. The sputte
process took place at a voltage of 600 V, the discharge
rent was 200 mA. For 120 s, the HOPG sample was expo
to the sputter source. Without breaking the vacuum,
sample was transferred to the scanning tunneling mic
scope, which is operated at 2310210 torr.

The interaction of the silicon vapor with the substrate
found to be very small. The graphite substrate does not h
dangling surface states and is chemically inert for many
layer materials. For example, electron-energy-loss spec
copy studies have shown that K and Cs adsorbates are
influenced by the graphite substrate.43,44This is explained by
graphite being a semimetal with a nearly zero density
states at the Fermi level. The adlayers are only kept on
surface by weak dipole forces. Transition metals tend
couple stronger to the graphite surface. For adsorbed p
num particles we have observed periodic charge-den
modulations close to the adsorption sites.45 Such modula-
tions are interference patterns for electron waves which
scattered at the altered potential in the substrate surface
adsorption site. For Pt deposition the thickness of the fi
deposited on graphite was comparable to the thickness m
sured with a quartz-crystal monitor. This shows that
sticking coefficient for Pt on HOPG is nearly 1. For silico
adsorption on HOPG, however, the sticking coefficient
very small, which is seen from a markable difference in
film thicknesses of HOPG and the quartz-crystal monit
Also, for silicon we did not observe superstructures on
support surrounding the adlayers, which additionally in
cates that there is very little interaction with the substra
This weak interaction also leads to the fact that silicon d
not wet the HOPG surface. If we deposit very small amou
of silicon we obtain small clusters and particles which a
very compact, with spherical shapes, which shows that
substrate is not having any major effect on the particle str
ture. Initially, the vapor is hot and the adsorbed atoms
freely diffuse along the surface. Subsequently, they can f
clusters and larger nanostructures by quasifree nuclea
and growth. In the far submonolayer range the growth le
to the formation of small clusters, nanoparticles, and ot
compact and ordered nanostructures. When growth co
tions like exposure time, vapor deposition rate, or subst
temperature are varied, this may sensitively affect the typ
structure which forms. The conditions given above turn
out to be suitable for the formation of silicon nanowires.

When hot vapor is rapidly quenched on an inert substr
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generally amorphous structures tend to form. However,
the nanometer-size scale, such structures may well be
dered. If the ordered areas are very small and if differ
structural isomers are present on the same sample, this
not be seen in~x-ray or electron! diffraction experiments.
These techniques probe large areas of a sample, and yie
average over individual nanostructures. The result is a su
position of various structures and the adlayer may appea
be amorphous even though it is not. For a nanoscopic c
acterization the study of individual clusters and nanostr
tures is required.

We may ask if the observed structures could be due
SiC or C, rather than to pure silicon. In fact, carbon vap
has been found to form nanotubes after being deposited
HOPG.24 Also, carbon nanotubes tend to form bundles
vapor-phase condensation.46 Highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite is an inert substrate for most materials. On this s
strate we have studied clusters of metals,47–49 carbon,50 and
silicon.51 It is generally assumed that no chemical bonds
formed between cluster and HOPG support and that the
layers are coupled to the substrate by physisorption o
This is supported by our observations of extremely sm
sticking coefficients. By comparison of the deposited amo
with the rate at a quartz-crystal monitor we find that only
small fraction (1022– 1023) of the silicon vapor remains a
the HOPG substrate. If chemical bonds were formed betw
Si atoms and HOPG, a high sticking coefficient would
expected. Therefore, we conclude that the formation of S
structures does not occur. It also would require the grap
substrate to completely dissolve in the adsorption area w
strong distortions of the surrounding graphite lattice. Ho
ever, in atomic resolution images we find that the graph
lattice is undistorted around silicon adlayer structures. The
fore we conclude that the linear structures which we obse
are due to pure silicon.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A STM image (1143114 nm2) of silicon nanowires is
displayed in Fig. 1. The picture shows several bundles w
20–30 wires per bundle. The nanowires are more than
nm long, with diameters from 3 to 7 nm. The width of th

FIG. 1. Several bundles of silicon nanowires~STM image, scan
size 1143114 nm2!. Each bundle consists of 20–30 nanowires.
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wires is very uniform in each bundle. A section (7
377 nm2) of the image is shown in Fig. 2. The nanowir
are tightly packed in the bundle. While the wires are linea
aligned with most bundles they occasionally are sligh
bent. This is seen for the bundle in Fig. 2. Another area
the sample is displayed in Fig. 3 (67367 nm2), where three
bundles can be seen. The image shows that the wires
about the same diameter within each bundle. The ave
wire diameters are 3, 4, and 7 nm in the bundles assig
with a, b, and c, respectively. Figure 4 shows cros
sectional plots for the three bundles. The cylindrical sha
of the wires cannot directly be seen, as the STM does
image the undercut part of a cylindrical object. However,
profile shows the rounded top portion of the wires. The cr
section of bundlea is not round and its surface is quite fla
Other bundles rather show rounded surface profiles@Figs.
4~b! and 4~c!#, which indicates cylindrical shapes of th
bundles. The diameter of the wires can be determined f
the apparent width taken from the STM images or from
nearest-neighbor distance in the bundles. The apparent w
of a wire depends on the curvature of the STM tip and a

FIG. 2. Si nanowires in a bundle showing a slight curvatu
~STM image, scan size 77377 nm2!. The wires are more than 10
nm long.

FIG. 3. Three bundles of silicon nanowires with different dia
eters~STM image, scan size 67367 nm2!.
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on the area of the wire which is exposed and not hidden
its neighbors in the bundle. The repeat distance of the w
in a bundle, however, is independent of the form of the t
and its measurement usually gives much better values
wire diameters.

We have observed nanowires on several samples w
were prepared in similar ways. Most of the wires we
aligned parallel in bundles. We explain this with the te
dency of the wires to saturate their dangling surface state
forming bonds between wires in a bundle. The coupling
tween the wires in a bundle must be very effective beca
the sp3-type hybrids of silicon form very strong bonds onc
they overlap. Only occasionally we found individual wire
located on the bare graphite surface and not being assem
in bundles.

It is evident that one has to look for an alternative to t
3D diamond structure to understand why silicon vapor m
grow in the form of wires. We start from the requirement
a distinct wire axis, and keep bond angles close to the b
ones. Also we apply the topological restrictions that on
five- and six-membered rings may occur. Other-membe
rings yield highly strained networks inconsistent with su
able bond angles for silicon. Also, we did not consider g

FIG. 4. Profiles of the three bundles of Fig. 3. From the w
separations the diameters are estimated to be~a! 3 nm, ~b! 4 nm,
and ~c! 7 nm.
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11 596 PRB 60BJORN MARSEN AND KLAUS SATTLER
phitic nanotube structures. Graphene atomic layers
sp2-type networks and are unlikely to form for silicon. Ta
ing into account the above considerations, we construct
eral linear polyhedric networks:~a! Si12-cage polymer struc-
ture ~12 atoms per unit cell!, ~b! Si15-cage polymer structure
~ten atoms per unit cell!, ~c! Si20-cage polymer structure
~based on theI h dodecahedron, 30 atoms per unit cell!, and
~d! Si24-cage polymer structure~based on theD6d icosahe-
dron, 36 atoms per unit cell!.

The suggested structures are shown in Fig. 5. All mod
have in common a stacking of Si cages, in the center
which lies the wire axis. While these lattices deviate sign
cantly from the diamond-structured bulk, tetrahedral co
figuration of the Si atoms is maintained. Some of the pr
erties of the wires are summarized in Table I.

In structurea ~C3v symmetry!, the axis of the wire passe
through the centers of buckled Si6 rings. Two adjacent rings
are connected by three bonds and form a Si12 cage. This cage
represents the unit cell, which is repeated every 6.31 Å.
surface of the wire consists of buckled hexagons.

Structureb ~C5v symmetry! consists of planar pentagon
joined through five outward oriented interstitial atoms. Tw
pentagons together with the interstitial atoms form a ca
The unit cell of this structure contains ten atoms, and
repeat distance is 3.84 Å. The surface of the wire consist
buckled hexagons.

FIG. 5. Four models of possible nanowire core structures.~a!
Si12 cage polymer.~b! Si15 cage polymer.~c! Si20 cage polymer.~d!
Si24 cage polymer.

TABLE I. Properties of the investigated wire structures.

Model Symmetry Atoms per unit cell NDB
a EB ~eV!b

a C3v 12 1 3.23
b C5v 10 3/2 3.28
c C5v 30 2/3 3.63
d C6v 36 2/3 3.87

aAverage number of dangling bonds per atom.
bBinding energies for a single cage, from PM3 calculation.
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Structure c ~C5v symmetry! is built from Si20 cages.
These dodecahedra~I h symmetry! are the smallest possibl
fullerene structures, consisting of 12 pentagons. In the w
structure, two adjacent cages share one pentagon. Th
atoms of 112 such cages build the unit cell, which is repeat
every 9.89 Å. Pentagons make up the surface net of
wire.

Structured ~C6v symmetry! is similar to structurec, ex-
cept that Si24 cages~D6d symmetry! are used as building
blocks. These units contain 12 pentagons and two hexag
The hexagons are shared by two adjacent cages and are
centric to the wire axis. The unit cell consists of 36 atom
and the lattice parameter is 10.03 Å. The surface of the w
consists of pentagons.

The Si20 and Si24 cages correspond to the smalle
fullerenes. Si20 is a 12-hedron consisting entirely of pent
gons. It has six equivalent fivefold symmetry axes. The fu
erenic 13-hedron (Si22) does not exist. The fullerenic 14
hedron (Si24) has twofold linear~30° twisted! coordination.
In the case of carbon, these small fullerenes are not foun
experiments. In fact, Kroto argued that the smaller the nu
ber of isolated pentagons, the more stable the fullerene.52 A
fullerene consisting entirely of fused pentagons is theref
the least stable in the case of carbon. This ‘‘isolated pen
gon rule’’ ~IPR! may be applied to carbon but not to silico
Conversely, the smallest fullerenes are the most stable o
in the case of silicon. If there are fused pentagons, the at
sharing two or three pentagons have bond angles of 1
which is very close to the idealsp3 angle ~109.5°!. While
carbon is flexible with the type of hybridization~sp3, sp2,
andsp1!, silicon is restricted tosp3. Therefore, a fused pen
tagon rule seems to be valid for silicon. This rule would st
for a fullerenic silicon network, that the larger the number
fused pentagons, the more stable the structure is. There
in the silicon-based fullerene family, the Si20 cluster should
have the largest binding energy.

One condition for growth of a cage-based wire seems
be that the cage has one symmetry axis which is differ
from the others. This is given for structuresb andd, but not
for a and c. With structuresa and c, the cages consist o
either only hexagons or only pentagons, respectively. St
ing from these cages, further growth may proceed in all
rections, leading to 3D structures. This is different for stru
tures b and d. Structureb, for example, has pentagons
opposite sides, and otherwise hexagons, and therefore
cage of structureb has one direction specified along whic
further growth may continue preferentially. A second ca
can be attached along this direction so that again the pe
gon is positioned along the axis. Further cages can form
the same way, building up the wire. The cage of structurd
has also one direction specified. The Si24 cage has two hexa
gons on opposite sides, and otherwise only pentagons.
atomic net is anisotropic with one direction specified alo
which further growth can proceed preferentially. For bo
wires,b andd, the quasi-1D growth would continue straig
rather than zigzag. We conclude that structuresb and d are
possible candidates for silicon nanowires.

In order to find the most stable of the proposed structu
we calculated their binding energies and highest occupi
lowest unoccupied molecular-orbital~HOMO-LUMO! gaps.
We employ the PM3 self-consistent-field molecular-orbi
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theory derived by Stewart.53 PM3 is a well-established itera
tive quantum-mechanical technique giving excellent res
for organic molecules. In order to use this theory for nan
wires of silicon, we first tested the method’s ability to reve
reasonable results for clusters. We calculated binding e
gies for small Si clusters~Si3 to Si7! and obtained excellen
agreement with both ab initio54 and tight-binding
molecular-dynamics55 calculations. The data are given
Table II. The results demonstrate that PM3 is capable
yield good results for small structures of silicon.

We first calculated the binding energies per atom for
individual cages of the wire structuresa–d ~Table I!. The
values lie between 3.23 and 3.87 eV. Then we added m
cages forming the wires. In Fig. 6, the binding energies
plotted for wires of various lengths. We find that the ato
in longer wires are bound more strongly. The binding en
gies saturate at relatively small cluster sizes, for exampl
aboutn530 ~3.6 eV! for structurea. Clearly, the diamond-
type wires~a andb! have binding energies which are muc
smaller than the fullerene-type wires~c andd!.

For small length, structured has the highest binding en
ergy. The Si24 fullerene cage is thermodynamically favorab
over the other structures, and also has a symmetry axis s
fied for preferential addition of further cages. Therefore,
Si24-based wire may have the best chance to form.

FIG. 6. Binding energies obtained from PM3 calculations a
function of size for the suggested models. The points are conne
to guide the eye.

TABLE II. Comparison of calculated binding energies per ato
for Si3–Si7. All binding energies are in eV.

N
PM3

~present results!
Ab initio
~Ref. 54!

TB-MD
~Ref. 55!

3 2.50 2.54 2.63
4 2.99 3.17 3.08
5 3.24 3.30 3.43
6 3.58 3.60 3.74
7 3.74 3.80 3.85
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The width of the HOMO-LUMO gap can be another in
dicator for the stability of a nanostructure. Our calculatio
show energy gaps between 1.8 and 3.2 eV, for the wire
Fig. 5, when containing up to 60 atoms. The wires are
tween;4 ~structurea! and 10 Å~structured! thick. The gap
becomes rapidly smaller with increasing length of the w
~Fig. 7!. For a given size, the energy gap of structured is
largest.

a
ed

FIG. 7. PM3-calculated energy gaps as a function of size for
suggested models. For a given size, the energy gap of structur~d!
is highest.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the PM3 binding energies for model~d!
and for similarly sized diamond structure bulk fragments. Fo
given size the fullerenic structure is energetically favorable.
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We conclude that among the four considered configu
tions, structured has the highest binding energy per ato
and the largest energy gap. If energetics is responsible fo
wire formation in its early stage, then structured should
grow preferentially. Once the Si24-based polymer has
formed, the wire may continue to add layer by layer, furth
increasing its diameter.

A crucial question remains, whether structured is favor-
able over the diamond structure of the bulk. To study t
question, we constructed 3D silicon clusters with a diamo
structure and calculated their binding energies. We find
at this small size, the binding energies of Si24-based wires
are higher than those of equally sized diamond-structure b
fragments~Fig. 8!.

Only a few studies have explored the possibility
fullerene structures for silicon clusters.56–58 Dodecahedral
Si20 clusters were predicted to be stable, using a model
tential for sp3-hybridized atoms.56 It has been argued tha
these clusters may not be found isolated in experiments
cause the dangling bonds~on the cages’ outer surface!
would make them ‘‘unextractable’’57 from other silicon ma-
terial. Fullerenic Si20 units were recently synthesized as bu
bcc solids, with additional Si atoms at half the interstit
sites ~three sites per Si20!, leading to a silicon lattice with
(Si3Si20)2 , which is equal to Si46 units.58 Such hollow silicon
materials may have various interesting properties. In f
superconductivity was found recently in the Na2Ba6Si46
phase.58

The cage structure has not been considered for small
con clusters until recently. In early theoretical studies it w
assumed that there are two basic structures for small sil
particles: a compact close-packed structure for very sm
clusters and a diamond-type structure for large particles.
important issue in calculations of silicon clusters was to
termine the critical size at which the cluster structu
changes from compact~with high coordination! to the more
open diamond structure with covalent bonds. Phillips59–61

concluded from analyzing fragmentation and ionizati
experiments62,63 that silicon clusters with sizes smaller tha
10 have a unique structure with no resemblance to the
mond lattice. For larger clusters, he assumed the structur
covalently bonded fragments of the bulk. These early c
clusions were later confirmed by detailed quantu
mechanical calculations which showed indeed that silic
clusters up ton510 do not look like bulk fragments bu
rather have a high coordination structure.54,64–66The critical
size for the transition from high to low coordination wa
calculated but with very different results, ranging fromn
550 ~Ref. 67! to n54200.68,69 Along with a transition in
structure, a transition in shape has also been predicted. S
lations using a classical interatomic force field indicate t
silicon clusters of size smaller than 25 tend to be prola
whereas larger clusters tend to be oblate.70,71 This prediction
was later confirmed experimentally,72–74showing a transition
at sizes between 24 and 27; clusters with less than 24 a
were found to be prolate, whereas clusters larger than
atoms were found to be oblate. The transition was furt
investigated by optimizing surface reconstruction in larg
clusters.75 Si24 did not appear to be exceptional in earli
studies, in mass spectra, fragmentation pattern, etc. Fo
growth of nanowires, however, it seems to play an exc
-
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tional role. We consider it as the nucleation seed which
the growth axis built in.

In theoretical studies of silicon quantum wires the d
mond structure has been assumed for very thin wires w
cross sections of 333, 434, and 535 atoms, and diameter
between 0.77 and 1.53 nm.76 This, however, may not have
been appropriate. For such small diameters, the diamond
tice does not appear to be the lowest-energy structure. A
the assumption of the bulk crystal structure does not t
into account the question of linear growth. A small Si cry
tallite with diamond structure is isotropic, and there is
reason why it should continue to grow just in one directio
Instead, a Si24-based wire has an anisotropy built into its S24

nucleation seed.
In Fig. 9 the charge-density distribution of Si24 is shown,

as obtained from the PM3 analysis. The left side of the fig
gives a side view with the pentagonal-type surface. The a
for wire growth goes through the two hexagons on the
posite sides of the cluster. The hexagons are rotated by
relative to each other. On the right side of the figure,
cluster is viewed from the wire axis. It can be seen that
charge-density distribution is more uniform within the he
agonal rings compared to that in the pentagonal rings. T
indicates that the probability for further growth is differe
along the wire axis compared to the pentagonal surface
the diameters of the observed nanowires are larger than
diameter of Si24, we may consider two processes with diffe
ent growth speeds:~i! growth along the wire axis, and~ii !
surface layer growth. For the structure to form of a wire t
growth has to proceed faster along the axis than on the
face. At this stage, our analysis its still open to question w
growth would proceed faster at hexagonal compared to p
tagonal rings.

The two hexagons in the otherwise pentagonal netw
are at opposite sides of the Si24 cluster, which makes the
cluster’s surface anisotropic for the addition of further atom
Of all possible fullerene-type cages, the 24-atom cage is
only one which has this property. The fullerene-structu
family starts with a cage of 20 atoms. The 20-atom cage~the
pentagonal dodecahedron! is isotropic, in having a surface
net entirely made of pentagons. With 22 atoms one can
construct a closed 5/6 network; therefore, a Si22 cluster does
not exist in form of a fullerene-type cage. Cages with mo
than 24 atoms can be constructed by addition of two ato
each, leading to the cluster series Si26,Si28,Si30, etc. Each of
these cages consists of 12 pentagons~which follows Euler’s
description of closed 5/6 networks! and increasing number
of hexagons with increasing size, with Si26,Si28,Si30, etc.

FIG. 9. Charge density isosurface of the fullerenic Si24.
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having three, four, five, etc. hexagons, respectively. Th
clusters are not candidates for nucleation seeds of nanow
as they have no growth axis built in. The Si24 cluster is the
only one with this property and therefore appears to be
seed for the core of a silicon nanowire.

We note that there is an intriguing similarity in the ST
images of silicon nanowires and carbon nanotubes. In ea
studies we have produced carbon nanotubes by vapor p
growth,24 with a method being very similar to the one us
for silicon. The tubes were grown on the HOPG surface
UHV by quenching the vapor. The only difference was th
the carbon vapor was produced by a hot carbon foil
;3400 °C and not by magnetron sputtering as for silic
Otherwise the procedures were the same for both mater
We conclude that both silicon and carbon can form lin
nanowires by growth from the vapor. In the case of carb
we could determine the graphitic structure of the tubes
rectly by atomic-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy24

For silicon nanowires, however, we did not obtain atom
resolution. The surface of the wires appeared rather sm
on the atomic scale. It may be that the overlap of dangl
surface states leads to the formation of an energy band a
surface of the wire, making the surface metallic with electr
states smeared out in space.

We have shown in this paper that the silicon wires tend
form bundles. In the case of carbon, the tubes also tend t
assembled in bundles.46 For both materials, the wires hav
the same diameter in a particular bundle. In another bun
the diameter of the wires may be different, but again unifo
within that bundle. It is intriguing that the same behav
occurs both for silicon and carbon. This may be due to
similar dynamics during growth or to favorable energet
for bundles with equally sized nanowires or nanotubes.
both silicon and carbon we observe that the wires are c
packed in the bundles. In general, close-packed struct
can only form with units which have the same size. The
fore, it appears that during growth of the individual wire
bundles are formed and the energy is simultaneously m
hi,
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mized by the formation and close packing of equally siz
wires.

As discussed above, we consider the HOPG substrat
be mostly inert for silicon adlayers. We have found the sa
for carbon. When carbon vapor is deposited on HOPG,
sticking coefficient is very small, and carbon does not w
the surface. For both materials, the substrate merely acts
heat sink when the hot vapor is quenched. Due to the laye
structure of graphite and its low density of states at the Fe
level the heat conduction is low, which leads to a slow co
ing rate for the deposited vapor. Such slow quasifree gro
conditions obviously can lead to linear growth both for si
con and carbon. The cooling rate is probably between
two extremes, a slow one and a fast one for the growth
crystalline and amorphous silicon, respectively. Both, silic
nanowires and carbon nanotubes are metastable struc
and represent local minima in the potential-energy surfa
While both materials can form linear nanowires of simil
diameter and are tightly packed in bundles, their atom
structures are very likely not the same. While a carbon na
tube consists of cylindrical layers of graphite, a silico
nanowire likely consists of a fullerene-polymer type co
with close-to-cylindrical layers of silicon.

The possibility to grow silicon wires from the vapor i
UHV is of fundamental and technological interest. We stu
ied pristine silicon nanowires, and found that the most pr
able core structure is the one which is based on Si24 units.
After the first unit has nucleated, the growth may proce
preferentially in one direction by forming further Si24 cages.
This growth does not occur in all directions because the S24
cage is anisotropic at its surface. The Si24 fullerene cage is
exceptional among fullerene-type structures. It is the o
one which consists of just two equal network units. In Si24,
there are two hexagons in an otherwise pentagonal netw
The hexagons are on opposite sides of the cluster, and th
fore define a direction which can lead to the addition
further atoms in a nonisotropic way. With a fullerene-ty
Si24-based core, the wires could have exceptional band st
ture and transport properties.
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